THE COMPLETE SOLUTION FOR LYMPHEDEMA
A COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF COMPRESSION PRODUCTS DESIGNED WITH THE PATIENT AND THERAPIST IN MIND.

THERAPIES. HAND IN HAND.
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The Complete Solution for Lymphedema

We aim to support you and your patients along the full continuum of care with innovative products that provide therapeutic outcomes through improved patient compliance.
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A complete range of bandage products for the management of lymphedema. Designed with the patient and therapist in mind for optimal Complete Decongestive Therapy (CDT) outcomes.

**Multi-Layer Bandaging**

**COMPRILAN®**
- Short stretch compression bandage
- 100% cotton
- Gold standard in bandaging for lymphedema management
- Provides high working pressure and low resting pressure
- Easy care and durable

**TRICOFIX®**
- Lightweight absorbent stockinette
- Used underneath Comprilan to provide a smooth layer
- Breathable

**ELASTOMULL®**
- Soft comfortable bandage
- Provides light compression
- Ideal for fingers and toes
- Available in sterile or non-sterile

**JOBST® COMPRIFoAM**
- Open cell foam bandage
- 100% polyurethane
- Air and moisture permeable
- Reusable
- May be steam sterilized

**ARTIFLEX®**
- Non-woven padding bandage
- Used underneath Comprilan to help protect sensitive skin
- Provides padding around bony or irregular shapes
- Ensures even distribution of pressure
- Air permeable, non-absorbent

**JOBST® FOAM PAD**
- Kidney shaped foam pad
- 100% synthetic rubber
- Free of natural rubber
- Evenly distributes pressure
- Hand washable/air dry
- Reusable

**JOBST® COMPRI 2**
The JOBST® Compri2 is a 2-Layer Bandage System specifically designed for easy application. It provides graduated and reliable compression for up to seven days to help achieve effective edema reduction and helps heal the wound while skin stays dry and comfortable.

**Easy Application**
- 1st layer of padding is customizable and easy to apply
- 2nd compression layer can be re-applied or adjusted as needed
- Indicator ensures correct compression level is achieved

**High Patient Comfort**
- Padding can be added in sensitive areas
- Excellent mobility increases compliance and satisfaction
- Patients can wear with most footwear

1st Layer - Non Woven Padding
- Stretchable - simplifies application
- Active Moisture Management - keeps skin dry and comfortable
- Customized Padding - allows for anatomical adjustments and additional protection to sensitive areas

2nd Layer - Short Stretch Bandage
- Cohesive - delivers consistent and reliable compression
- Adjustable - allows modification during application
- Visual - indicator offers simple and effective application of correct compression
JOBST® JOVIPADS

JOBST® JoViPads can be used in any area where there is a need for softening fibrotic tissue, providing pressure equalization, filling an anatomical indentation, or adding protection between skin folds.

JOVILINER ARM

Extends from the Distal Interphalangeal Joints (DIPs) to the axilla with stitching between each finger. Liners to be used under short stretch bandaging or pump appliances.

JOVILINER LEG

Upper Leg has Continuous Flow Channels from below the knee to the groin; Lower Leg from the tip of the toes to the knee; Full Leg from the tip of the toes to the groin. Liners to be used under short stretch bandaging or pump appliances.

JOBST® PITPAKS

JOBST® JoViPitPaks are filled with sterilized cherry pits and were specially designed to help address more difficult areas of fibrosis. These are an aggressive type of therapy and should only be undertaken with close therapist supervision.

Email: info@jovipak.com  Phone: 866-888-5684  Fax: 877-760-4943
JOBST® FARROWWRAP® TRIM-TO-FIT™

Trim-To-Fit™ compression garments can be customized to a patient’s limb in a matter of minutes. Only one garment is needed during the decongestion phase since the garments are trimmable as the edema reduces.
CUTIMED® ACUTE
For the management of dry and itchy skin

Cutimed® ACUTE foam mousse brings effective relief to those suffering from dry skin in a format convenient to apply by patients or their caregivers. Cutimed® ACUTE is available in 3 urea concentrations to manage the spectrum of dry skin conditions from mild to severe.

- Different urea concentration to manage the spectrum of dry skin conditions
- Compatible with garments and hosiery
- Absorbs rapidly, penetrates deeply

CUTIMED® SILTEC® RANGE
For the management of wounds

Cutimed® Siltec® has been designed for non-interrupted wound healing. Gentle non-adhesive silicone wound contact layer provides protection of fragile new tissue and intimate contact with wound bed.

- Superabsorbent dressing with silicone wound contact layer to avoid sticking to the wound
- Absorb and retain fluid even under compression

CUTIMED® SILTEC® SORBACT
For the management of infected wounds

Cutimed® Siltec Sorbach® is an innovative combination of reliable absorption and effective infection management. The super-absorbent particles within the foam layer effectively adjust to absorb moderate to high, viscous exudate and retain it even under compression.

- No known side effects with Sorbact® bacteria binding technology
- Retain fluid even under compression
- Reduce odor
JOBST® ELVAREX®
The Gold Standard

JOBST® Elvarex® represents the gold standard in custom daytime garments for the management of lymphedema. These flat-knit garments offer the very best in comfort and containment for even the most severe cases. With a natural rubber core*, Elvarex® provides unsurpassed structure and control for patients of all shapes and sizes.

JOBST® Elvarex® – Key Features

- Flat-knit structure bridges skin folds instead of working into them
- Latex core provides superior containment and allows garment to return to original shape for extended wear
- Excellent breathability for comfort and patient compliance
- Seven compression classes for optimal therapeutic outcomes
- Vast product assortment covers a diverse range of specifications and requirements of patients
- SPF 80 UV protection

STYLES

Sleeve  Gauntlet  Glove  Knee  Thigh  One-Leg Pantyhose  Two-Leg Pantyhose  Chap style  Capri  Bermuda  Toe Cap

GARMENT  CCL  COLORS

Upper  1-2  Beige  Black  Caramel  Honey  Cranberry

2-Forte  Beige  Black  Honey  Cranberry

Lower  1-4 Super  Beige  Black  Navy  Cocoa  Grey  Cranberry

COMPRESSION CLASSES

Class 1  Class 2  Class 2 forte  Class 3  Class 3 forte  Class 4  Class 4 super

* Caution: This Product Contains Natural Rubber Latex Which May Cause Allergic Reactions.
**JOBST® SOFTFIT**

Our innovative JOBST® SoftFit technology is a unique system of silicone yarns knitted into the welt of our compression garments. It provides gentle, seamless friction on the skin, decreasing the chance of constriction and slipping down.

**LOOKS GOOD, FEELS GOOD**

With the SoftFit band, garments are not only visually appealing and more comfortable to wear, they provide precisely the right amount of pressure, right where it is needed.

**IMPROVED COMPLIANCE, IMPROVED QUALITY OF LIFE**

Compression garments that feel comfortable lead to greater patient compliance.

**MORE OPTIONS, HAPPIER PATIENTS**

SoftFit Technology is offered in a wide variety of compression garments and styles.

### Band Variations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Dotted Silicone</th>
<th>Lace Silicone</th>
<th>SoftFit</th>
<th>Sensitive</th>
<th>Soft Silicone</th>
<th>Ribbed Elastic Band</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Elvarex® Upper Extremity</strong></td>
<td>2.5 cm, on top, inside</td>
<td>5 cm inside</td>
<td>3 cm, on top</td>
<td>3 cm, on top</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Elvarex® Lower Extremity</strong></td>
<td>2.5 cm, on top, inside</td>
<td>5 cm on top, inside</td>
<td>5 cm on top (Knee High only, CCL 1 thru 3)</td>
<td>5 cm, on top (Waist High only)</td>
<td>5 cm, on top (Waist High only)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Elvarex® Soft Upper Extremity</strong></td>
<td>3 cm, on top, inside</td>
<td>5 cm, on top only</td>
<td>3 cm, on top</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Elvarex® Soft Lower Extremity</strong></td>
<td>3 cm, on top (Knee High only)</td>
<td>5 cm, on top</td>
<td>5 cm, on top (Knee High only)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bella™ Lite</strong></td>
<td>5 cm, on top</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bella™ Strong</strong></td>
<td>5 cm, on top</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Custom Bellavar</strong></td>
<td>5 cm, on top (Knee &amp; Thigh High)</td>
<td>2.5 cm, on top (Knee High only)</td>
<td>6 cm, on top (Thigh High only)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Custom Seamless Soft</strong></td>
<td>5 cm, on top (Knee &amp; Thigh High)</td>
<td>2.5 cm, on top (Knee High only)</td>
<td>6 cm, on top (Thigh High only)</td>
<td>Knee High, on top (CCL 1 and 2 only)</td>
<td>Thigh High, on top</td>
<td>6 cm, on top (Thigh High only)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Custom Seamed</strong></td>
<td>2.5 cm, on top</td>
<td>5 cm, on top</td>
<td>5 cm, on top</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
JOBST® ELVAREX® FUNCTIONAL ZONES

Unique and innovative Functional Zones are created by the use of technologically advanced knitting techniques and specialized yarn selection. Functional Zones increase patient comfort through increased flexibility and breathability, without compromising medical effectiveness.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JOBST® Elvarex® Functional Zones</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Use of highly specialized yarn and knitting techniques.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• More comfortable wearing due to increased breathability and flexibility.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Special zones combat wrinkling when bending and speed moisture dissipation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Functional Zone “Pressure Panty Elvarex® (body-bandage)”
- Available in:
  - Body bandage: CCL 1 - 3 Forte
  - Corresponding leg stockings available in all CCL (1 - 4 Super)

### Functional Zone “Top Comfort Zone”
- Available in:
  - B¹G, BG, CG, AG, AT Pressure panty Elvarex® (body bandage), Bermuda, Capri pants, stump stockings (ST)

### Functional Zone “Bias top end”
- Available in:
  - All compression classes (CCL 1 - 2 Forte)

### Functional Zone “Elbow Comfort Zone”
- Available -in:
  - CCL 2
  - Exception: not available for “single piece hand/arm”

### Functional Zone “Knee Comfort Zone”
- Available in:
  - CCL 2 - 3

### Functional Zone “T-Heel”
- Available in:
  - CCL 2 - 3 Forte

### Functional Zone “Slant Foot”
JOBST® ELVAREX® PLUS
The Cutting Edge of Flat-Knit Technology

JOBST® Elvarex® Plus uses advanced flat-knitting technology to construct garments in three dimensions to more closely conform to the shape of patients’ hands and feet. These seamless garments eliminate potential irritation between the fingers and toes, and at the base of the thumb, help patients with the comfort they want and the performance they need.

**Seamless Comfort**
- Unimpeded dexterity without the potential discomfort caused by seams
- Outstanding wearing comfort paired with excellent durability

**3D Knitting Technology**
- Ideal anatomical fit that wears like a second skin
- Great fit between the fingers and toes with exclusive “knit-to-shape” zones in these sensitive areas

**JOBST® Elvarex® Material**
- Effective edema control with reliable therapeutic outcomes
- Every movement creates a micro-massage effect on the skin

**MAINTENANCE**

**STYLES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>COLORS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hand</td>
<td>Beige</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foot</td>
<td>Beige</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**COMPRESSION CLASSES**

Class 1  Class 2
JOBST® ELVAREX® SOFT
Gentle and Latex-Free

JOBST® Elvarex® Soft is the solution for patients wanting a softer, gentler compression garment. The latex-free, flat-knit fabric allows for easier donning and meets the specific needs of many elderly and pediatric patients, or patients with lipedema. While soft and forgiving, Elvarex® Soft still provides the containment that mild to moderate lymphedema patients need.

JOBST® Elvarex® Soft – Key Features
- Flat-knit, latex-free fabric
- Easy to don
- Excellent anatomical fit
- Specialized seam yarns for a smooth and gentle seam against the skin
- Well suited for pediatric or elderly patients and patients with lipedema or sensitive skin

STYLES
- Armsleeve
- Knee
- Thigh
- Pantyhose
- Capri
- Bermuda
- Chaps style

COMPRESSION CLASSES
- Class 1
- Class 2
- Class 3

JOBST® ELVAREX® SOFT SEAMLESS
Soft and Seamless, Where it Matters Most

JOBST® Elvarex® Soft Seamless combines all of the benefits of Elvarex® Soft with the seamless construction that patients want in a glove or toe cap. Not only are these flat-knit garments soft and latex-free, they are seamless, improving comfort by helping to eliminate potential irritation between the fingers and toes.

JOBST® Elvarex® Soft Seamless – Key Features
- Soft, durable, and breathable flat-knit fabric
- Flat edge finish at fingers and toes decreases bulk and prevents curling
- Easy to don, comfortable to wear

STYLES
- Glove
- Gauntlet
- Glove or Gauntlet to elbow
- Toe Cap

COMPRESSION CLASSES
- Class 1
- Class 2
JOBST® CUSTOM SEAMLESS SOFT
Custom-made Compression Hosiery

JOBST® Custom Seamless Soft is a custom-made circular knit garment that looks and feels like hosiery. Appropriate for mild to moderate edema and vascular disorders, these garments utilize JOBST® Advanced Comfort technology to wick away moisture and keep skin cool and dry. Custom Seamless Soft shows that patients don’t have to compromise on fit or style to wear medical grade compression.

**JOBST® Custom Seamless Soft – Key Features**
- Multi-fiber double covered inlay yarns increase softness & improve donning
- Refined opacity covers blemishes and scars
- High stretch core yarns increase recoil (stretch and recovery) to prevent sliding
- Reinforced foot zones increase strength and durability with added comfort
- Optimized knee band with improved broader knitting construction and welt design

**STYLES**
- Knee
- Thigh
- Pantyhose
- One-Leg Pantyhose
- Maternity
- Chaps style

**COLORS**
- Sand
- Sun Bronze
- Amber
- Navy
- Black
- Sienna
- Cranberry

**COMPRESSION CLASSES**
- Class 1
- Class 2
- Class 3

JOBST® BELLAVAR®
Firm Circular Knit Containment

JOBST® Bellavar® is designed to manage moderate to severe edema in the legs by providing controlled stretch and resistance. A custom-made circular knit garment, Bellavar® is seamless and provides a greater level of containment than JOBST® Custom Seamless Soft.

**JOBST® Bellavar® – Key Features**
- Designed to reduce wrinkling behind the knee
- Variety of styles and options to satisfy patient needs

**STYLES**
- Knee
- Thigh
- Pantyhose
- One-Leg Pantyhose
- Maternity
- Chaps style

**COLORS**
- Sand
- Sun Bronze
- Black

**COMPRESSION CLASSES**
- Class 2
- Class 3
JOBST® CUSTOM SEAMED
Nearly Limitless Solutions for Unique Challenges

JOBST® Custom Seamed custom-made garments were the first of their kind to manage lymphedema, and while much has changed in the past 70 years, our ability to find solutions to unique challenges has not. Custom Seamed garments are available for every part of the body and in countless configurations. Every garment is precisely cut and sewn by hand in Hickory, North Carolina.

**JOBST® Custom Seamed – Key Features**

- Durable fabric for long lasting wear
- Precise gradient compression based on computer design
- Variety of options: zippers, linings, silicone bands and more

**STYLES**

- Armsleeve
- Glove
- Gauntlet
- Knee
- Thigh
- Pantyhose
- Capri
- Bermuda
- Face Mask
- Sleeveless Vest
- Body Brief with Sleeves
- Abdominal Pelvic Garment

**COLORS**

- Beige
- Black

**COMPRESSION CLASS**

- 15 - 65+

---

**JOBST® BELLA™ STRONG GLOVE**

The Next Evolution in Lymphedema Ready-to-Wear

The Bella™ Strong glove delivers JOBST® seamless comfort to the ready-to-wear lymphedema market. Leveraging the advanced flat-knitting technology seen in our custom garments and offered in eight sizes, the Bella™ Strong glove gives patients a nearly custom feel at a ready-to-wear price.

**JOBST® Bella™ Strong Glove – Key Features**

- A perfect complement to the Bella™ Strong Armsleeve
  - Bella™ Strong gloves match the color of the armsleeves
- Precise sizing
  - The Bella™ Strong glove offers more sizing options than any comparable ready-to-wear glove in the market
- Utilizes advanced flat-knit technology

**COLORS**

- Beige
- Black

**COMPRESSION CLASSES**

- 15-20 mmHg
- 20-30 mmHg

---
JOBST® BELLA™ LITE
The Entry Point to JOBST® Quality

JOBST® Bella™ Lite armsleeves are designed for patients with mild to moderate lymphedema who are recently diagnosed, post-operative, or do not need the containment of a flat-knit garment. The lightweight fabric is breathable, comfortable, and easy to don – perfect for patients learning to make garment compliance part of their daily routine.

JOBST® Bella™ Lite – Key Features
- Fits a wide range of arm and hand shapes
- Two armsleeve lengths for optimal fit
- Durable
- Armsleeve available with or without silicone dot band

STYLES
- Armsleeve
- Gauntlet
- Combined

COLORS
- Beige
- Black
- Brown

COMPRESSION CLASSES
- 15-20 mmHg
- 20-30 mmHg

---

JOBST® BELLA™ STRONG
Comfortable, Cost-effective Compression

JOBST® Bella™ Strong Armsleeves are the ready-to-wear solution for patients who need to manage their lymphedema, but do not need the containment provided by a flat-knit custom garment. Bella™ Strong makes JOBST® quality available to a large number of patients by offering a wide range of sizes, two lengths, three different compression classes, and more accessible pricing.

JOBST® Bella™ Strong Armsleeve – Key Features
- Covers unrivalled range of patient dimensions
- Easy to don, armsleeve comes with donning device
- 10 sizes / 3 compression classes
- 2 lengths: Regular/Long
- With or without silicone band
- Cotton-like feel
- Comfort Flat wristband

STYLES
- Armsleeve
- Gauntlet

COLORS
- Beige
- Black

COMPRESSION CLASSES
- 15-20 mmHg
- 20-30 mmHg
- 30-40 mmHg

---

JOBST® Bella™ Strong Gauntlet – Key Features
- 8 sizes / 2 compression classes
- Comfort Flat wrist seam reduces rolling
- Extended wrist cuff pattern
- Flattened seam

COLORS
- Beige
- Black

*All compressions shown are the mean compression for an average forearm size (armsleeve) or mean compression for an average palm size (glove / gauntlet). Not all colors and styles may be available in all compression ranges.
**BELLISSE®**

Supporting Healing After Surgery

Bellisse® is uniquely designed to promote healing after breast surgery by providing uniform, gentle compression around the torso. Used in conjunction with JoViPads®, Bellisse® encourages drainage of edema in the chest walls, which can aid in recovery.

---

**Bellisse® – Key Features**

- Ready-to-Wear and available in a large range of sizes
- Unprecedented adjustability with both a front zipper for easy donning and a variable position back closure
- Attractive shape that can be worn comfortably day and night
- Soft to the skin, smooth while sleeping and unobtrusive under clothing
- Made of Polyester/Nylon/Spandex

**COLORS**

- Buff
- Black

**SIZE RANGE**

- 30-50*

---

**BREAST AND CHEST WALL PADS**

Breast and Chest Wall Pads are comfortable, foam-filled pads that conveniently fit into the Bellisse® to address specific areas of breast and chest wall fibrosis.

---

* Please check order forms for available cup sizes.

---

Email: info@jovipak.com     Phone: 866-888-5684     Fax: 877-760-4943
JOBST® RELAX
Redefining Lymphedema Night Care

JOBST® Relax is the revolutionary nighttime garment that is designed for more than just sleeping. Its spacer fabric technology is unique in the marketplace and creates a supremely lightweight, flexible, and slim-line garment. Relax brings exceptional quality of life benefits and style to patients with mild to moderate lymphedema through the use of advanced knitting techniques and CoolMax® yarns. Because Relax is so breathable and flexible, patients can remain compliant through the evening hours without diminished dexterity or comfort.

JOBST® Relax – Key Features

- Custom-made, flat-knit technology provides consistent, gradient compression therapy and stays in place
- Textured surface and monofilament spacer combine to create differential pressure areas that stimulate lymph flow while a patient is at rest
- The integrated zipper option with stay-down puller helps facilitate donning and doffing. The fabric underneath the zipper protects the skin and promotes uniform compression.

ARM STYLES
- Armsleeve (CG1)
- Armsleeve & Guantlet Combined (AD1)

LEG STYLES
- Knee (AD)
- Thigh (AD)

COLORS
- Beige
- Rosé

COMPRESSION CLASSES
- CCL1 (15-20 mmHg)*
- CCL2 (20-30 mmHg)*
JOBST® JOVIPAK®
Handmade Lymphedema Night Care

JOBST® JoViPak® garments are ideal for moderate to severe lymphedema patients who want an easy and comfortable alternative to nighttime bandaging. Unique continuous flow channeling and blended density chip foam construction allow JoViPak® garments to address even the most difficult edema and fibrotic tissue. Whether in ready-to-wear or custom configurations for every part of the body, each garment is handmade with care in Kent, Washington.

**JOBST® JoViPak® – Key Features**

- Variety of styles, sizes, and colors
- Custom and Ready-to-Wear
- Custom channeling options available
- Styles for virtually every part of the human anatomy
- Products to address any type of edema
- Highly durable for increased longevity
- Uses up to four kinds of foam with no unpleasant chemical odors

**JOBST® JoViPak® – The Product Lines**

**UPPER BODY**
- Classic Arm Sleeve
- JoViJacket
- Box Finger Glove
- Head & Neck
- Bellisse
- Busti
- Combi Arm Sleeve
- InnaSleeve
- Shoulder-Torso Sleeve
- Vest

**LOWER BODY**
- Classic Lower Leg
- JoViJacket
- BinkyBoot
- ADVI
- Boxer
- Classic Leg
- ComfyBoot
- Hip Hugger
- InnaBoot

**PADS**
- Breast & Chest Wall Pads
- Genital Pads
- JoViPads
- PitPaks

**JOVILINERS**
- JoViLiner - Arm
- JoViLiner - Lower Leg
- JoViLiner - Upper Leg
- JoViLiner - Full Leg

**DONNING AIDS**
- Dycem®
- Easy-Slide® - Arm
- Easy-Slide® - Leg

**REHAB**
- Ankle Wrap
- Calf Wrap
- Foot & Lower Leg Wrap
- Knee Wrap
- Thigh Wrap
- Elbow Wrap
- Rotator Cuff
- Cock-up Splint

---
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FABRIC/COLOR OPTIONS

READY-TO-WEAR CLASSIC LOWER LEGS
Polartec® Power Dry®
- Black
- Royal Blue

JOVIJACKETS*
- Black

READY-TO-WEAR CLASSIC ARMS
Polartec® Power Dry®
- Black
- Royal Blue

JOVIJACKETS*
- Black

READY-TO-WEAR BOX FINGER GLOVES
Techsheen
- Black
- Buff

JOVIJACKETS*
- Black

CUSTOM ARMS
Organic Cotton/Spandex (InnaSleeve in Cotton/Spandex only)
- Black
- Ivory
- Royal Blue

JOVIJACKETS*
- Black

CUSTOM LEGS
Organic Cotton/Spandex (InnaBoot in Cotton/Spandex only)
- Black
- Ivory
- Royal Blue

JOVIJACKETS*
- Black

CUSTOM BOXERS & BOXER CAPRIS
Polartec® Power Dry®
- Black
- Ivory
- Royal Blue

JOVIJACKETS*
- Black

CUSTOM VEST
Organic Cotton/Spandex
- Black
- Ivory
- Royal Blue

JOVIJACKETS*
- Black

CUSTOM ADVIS
Organic Cotton/Spandex
- Black
- Ivory

CUSTOM ADVIS COMBIS & COMFYBOOTS
Organic Cotton/Spandex & Techsheen
- Black/Black
- Ivory/Buff

CUSTOM HIP HUGGERS
Organic Cotton/Spandex
- Black
- Ivory
- Royal Blue

CUSTOM HIP HUGGER COMBIS
Organic Cotton/Spandex with Techsheen
- Black/Black
- Ivory/Buff

CUSTOM SHOULDER-TORSO ARM SLEEVES
Polartec® Power Dry®
- Black
- Royal Blue
- White (soft pink hue)

JOVIJACKETS*
- Black

CUSTOM BUSTI
Polartec® Power Dry®
- Black
- Buff
- Royal Blue
- Leaf Green (X-Static®)
- Leaf Green (X-Static®)
- Navy Blue
- Stainless Steel
- Plum
- Blue Ridge

JOVIJACKETS*
- Black

CUSTOM ARM SLEEVE STYLES

For more information or to order JoViPak products, please visit www.jovipak.com, call 866-888-5684, or email info@jovipak.com

CUSTOM LEG STYLES

* JoViJackets are external compression garments recommended for use with matching products to maximize therapeutic benefit.
JOBST® FarrowWrap®
Adaptable and Affordable, Comfortable and Containing

JOBST® FarrowWrap® is for mild to severe lymphedema patients who need a cost-effective solution that can adapt if their limb volume changes. FarrowWrap® is the patented Elastic Short-Stretch™ garment that gives the benefits of bandaging without the hassle. FarrowWrap® is perfect for patients with fluctuating edema who have difficulty donning traditional compression stockings.

JOBST® FarrowWrap® – Key Features

- Patented Elastic Short-Stretch™
- Easy handling with simple Velcro® system
- Easily adjustable
- Variety of styles, sizes, and fabrics
- Custom, Ready-to-Wear, and Trim-to-Fit™
- Also used for vascular disorders and wound care

JOBST® FarrowWrap® – The Product Lines

**JOBST® FarrowWrap® CLASSIC**
- The original FarrowWrap® material, clinically proven on thousands of patients
- Durable, rigid fabric with comfortable feel. Resists rolling or digging into skin folds
- Best suited for large skin folds and lobules
- 30-40 mmHg compression

**JOBST® FarrowWrap® STRONG**
- Premium fabric with robust compression and soft inner layer
- Will handle moderate skin folds and lobules
- 30-40 mmHg compression
- Easy to maintain

**JOBST® FarrowWrap® LITE**
- Low profile fabric
- Good choice for patients who have neuropathy or peripheral vascular disease (PVD)
- Recommended fabric choice for pediatric patients
- 20-30 mmHg compression
- Easy to maintain

**JOBST® FarrowWrap® BASIC**
- Value fabric with quality compression
- Removable Velcro®
- 30-40 mmHg compression
- Easy to maintain
- Each BASIC comes with a JOBST® FarrowHybrid®

**JOBST® FarrowWrap® 4000**
- Easy to don with just 4 bands
- Inner sleeve assists donning
- 30-40 mmHg compression
- Available in black or tan
- Each 4000 comes with a JOBST® FarrowHybrid®
## JOBST® FarrowWrap® LITE RTW, CM, TTF

- Footpiece
- Legpiece
- Foot Compression Liner
- Knee piece
- Thighpiece
- Arm piece
- Ambidextrous Hand Gauntlet
- Foam Squares

### Mild to Moderate
20-30 mmHg

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Footpiece</th>
<th>Legpiece</th>
<th>Foot Compression Liner</th>
<th>Knee piece</th>
<th>Thighpiece</th>
<th>Arm piece</th>
<th>Ambidextrous Hand Gauntlet</th>
<th>Foam Squares</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RTW, CM, TTF</td>
<td>RTW, CM, TTF</td>
<td>RTW</td>
<td>RTW, CM</td>
<td>RTW, CM, TTF</td>
<td>RTW</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Moderate to Severe
30-40 mmHg

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Footpiece</th>
<th>Legpiece</th>
<th>Foot Compression Liner</th>
<th>Knee piece</th>
<th>Thighpiece</th>
<th>Arm piece</th>
<th>Ambidextrous Hand Gauntlet</th>
<th>Foam Squares</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RTW, CM, TTF</td>
<td>RTW, CM, TTF</td>
<td>RTW</td>
<td>RTW, CM</td>
<td>RTW, CM</td>
<td>CM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


## JOBST® FarrowHybrid® ADI RTW

### Ready-to-Wear (RTW) are pre-made pieces to fit the majority of patient sizes. Most variants available on FP10/GP10.

### Custom-Made (CM) means the pieces are manufactured to the limb measurements of each patient to provide a better fit for those limb shapes that do not fit within the RTW size range.

### Trim-To-Fit (TTF) means one garment for active/reduction and maintenance treatment. Trim-To-Fit garment can be trimmed to adapt as extremity reduces. It can fit most patients in a single size.

- JOBST® FarrowWrap® LITE
- JOBST® FarrowWrap® STRONG
- JOBST® FarrowWrap® CLASSIC
- JOBST® FarrowWrap® 4000
- JOBST® FarrowHybrid® ADIIS
- JOBST® FarrowWrap® BASIC
- JOBST® FarrowGarmentGrip™ Roll

### Accessories

- Hand Gauntlet Foam Squares
- Legpiece
- Arm or Legpiece

- JOBST® FarrowGarmentGrip™ Roll can be cut to size to fit the shape and contour of the body and Velcro® brand hook-and-loop fasteners can be added to secure in place. For triangular shaped legs, it is recommended to be worn over the legpiece to secure the wrap system in place.

- JOBST® Farrow Hand is washable and therefore reusable. It is available for the upper and lower limb in differing roll lengths and extra wide widths and can also be used to manage mid-line edema.
JOBST® DONNING AIDS

JOBST® DONNING GLOVES
Putting on JOBST® compression garments is always easier with JOBST® Donning Gloves! JOBST® gloves help create friction, provide grip and help to evenly distribute the fabric on the leg.

JOBST® STOCKING DONNER
Easy to use device to help apply JOBST® compression garments. Ideal for people who have limited dexterity or have difficulty reaching their feet. Use with closed and open toe styles. Available in 2 sizes: Regular and Large Calf.

DYCEM®
This 8” x 11” Dycem® is placed on the floor or table top to provide a non-slip surface the patient can push against as they don either an arm or leg garment. Dycem® can be easily cleaned with soap and water to renew its non-slip surface.

UPPER & LOWER EASY-SLIDE®
Easy-Slide® donning aids are for upper and lower extremity garments that do not have stitched fingers or closed toes. This donning aid can be very helpful for patients with tenderness or weakness in their donning limb and are not strong enough to don the garment by themselves.

STOCKING SLIP
For use with open toe styles only. Helps the stocking slide smoothly onto the foot by reducing friction between the patient’s skin and the compression stocking.

ACCESSORIES

JOLASTIC® WASHING SOLUTION
This warm water wash is formulated to remove soil, body oils, and skin salts quickly and thoroughly without damaging fabric. Jolastic® Washing Solution will help extend the life of JOBST® garments.

“IT STAYS!”® ROLL-ON BODY ADHESIVE
Designed to keep JOBST® Hosiery in place. Ideal for thigh high lengths that do not have a silicone band or when a garter belt is not an option. Helpful Hint: Apply vertical strips for best results.

FOOT REST
A convenient device to use when measuring for Ready-To-Wear or Custom-made garments. The Foot Rest elevates the patient’s foot comfortably at the heel to allow easy measuring up the length of the leg.
JOBST® Educational Resources

Schedule a Virtual In-Service with us and learn all about JOBST® products! Whether you are new to JOBST® or a longtime friend, we are dedicated to educating about lymphedema and how our products are a crucial part of decongestion and maintenance. Earn 1 Continuing Education Unit (CEU) for 1 hour of participation.

All you need is a computer with audio and a desire to provide the best products to help your patient’s manage their lymphedema. With your input our technical advisors will customize the presentation to your needs and your schedule.

To sign up for a Virtual In-Service either call 866-888-5684 or go to www.jovipak.com.

The JOBST® Compression Institute serves as a resource for healthcare providers and clinicians seeking further education about vein diseases and lymphedema. This website provides literature, videos, and links to our national affiliates. Additionally, the JOBST® Compression Institute offers a variety of nationwide workshops and continuing education classes to train you on JOBST® products and proper measuring and fitting techniques. Up to 9 hours of CEU credits available. Register at http://www.jobstcompressioninstitute.com.

PREFER TO SHOP ONLINE?

e-Shop & Customer Care

- Complimentary service for our direct accounts
- Available 24 hours a day, every day of the year
- Place your BSN medical orders online
- Drop ship orders to your customers with no processing surcharges
- Check status and get tracking information for your recent orders
- Print your current invoice numbers and research previous ones

To get started, visit https://order.jobst.com/us and sign up today!

Questions?
Email us at elvarexorders@bsnmedical.com or call us at 800-537-1063.